Across

4. (adv) politely; in the manner of a gentleman
7. (n) uprightness of character
8. (adj) sincere and kind
10. (adj) hesitant; unsure
11. (adj) irregular; not in a steady cadence
12. (adj) similar; comparable
13. (n) devotion to religious duties and practices
14. (n) a deviation; a move from normal
15. (v) humiliate; embarrass
16. (v) made up
17. (v) to quiet or pacify something
18. (v) to avoid doing or saying something directly
19. (n) superior ability or skill
22. (adj) a natural part of something
23. (adj) gruesome; horrible
26. (v) to lessen or calm
29. (n) a representation of a person where certain features may be exaggerated or distorted
31. (v) to reflect or think upon something
34. (adj) powerless
35. (adj) able to speak and express oneself
36. (adj) peaceful; serene
37. (adj) friendly
38. (v) to receive; to get

Down

1. (adj) calm; quiet
2. (adj) shows or displays something
3. (n) a watch; a looking out
5. (v) carried out; committed
6. (adj) evil
9. (adj) not able to be understood
13. (v) to excite some sort of feeling
14. (adj) behaving as if on the verge of having a stroke
20. (adj) weak or frail
21. (n) a brief visit
24. (n) an official order
25. (v) shake up; disturb
27. (adj) not obvious or immediately apparent
28. (adj) stupid and silly
30. (adj) sad and gloomy
32. (adj) questioning; prying
33. (n) clothing